Despite substantial progress made in developing new sentiment lexicon generation (SLG) methods for English, the task of transferring these approaches to other languages and domains in a sound way still remains open. In this paper, we contribute to the solution of this problem by systematically comparing semi-automatic translations of common English polarity lists with the results of the original automatic SLG algorithms, which were applied directly to German data. We evaluate these lexicons on a corpus of 7,992 manually annotated tweets. In addition to that, we also collate the results of dictionary-and corpus-based SLG methods in order to find out which of these paradigms is better suited for the inherently noisy domain of social media. Our experiments show that semi-automatic translations notably outperform automatic systems (reaching a macro-averaged F 1 -score of 0.589), and that dictionary-based techniques produce much better polarity lists as compared to corpus-based approaches (whose best F 1 -scores run up to 0.479 and 0.419 respectively) even for the non-standard Twitter genre. All reimplementations of the compared systems and the resulting lexicons of these methods are available online at https://github.com/WladimirSidorenko/SentiLex.
Introduction
Sentiment lexicons play a crucial role in many existing and emerging opinion mining applications. Not only do they serve as a valuable source of features for supervised classifiers (Mohammad et al., 2013; but they also achieve competitive results when used as the main component of a sentiment analysis system (Taboada et al., 2011) . Due to this high impact and tremendous costs of building such lexicons manually, devising new algorithms for an automatic generation of polarity lists has always been an area of active research in the sentiment analysis literature (Liu, 2012, pp. 79-91) . Nevertheless, despite some obvious progress in this field (Cambria et al., 2016) , the applicability of these approaches to other languages and text genres still raises questions: It is, for instance, unclear whether simply translating the existing English sentiment resources would produce better results than applying the methods that were initially proposed for their creation directly to the target language. Furthermore, for automatic systems which draw their knowledge from lexical taxonomies, such as WORDNET (Miller, 1995) , it remains unanswered whether these approaches would also work for languages in which such resources are much smaller in size, and, even if they would, whether the resulting lexicons would then be general enough to carry over to more colloquial texts. Finally, for methods which derive their polarity lists from text corpora, it is not clear whether these approaches would still yield an acceptable quality when operating on inherently noisy input data.
In this paper, we try to analyze these and other problems in detail, using the example of German Twitter. More precisely, given a collection of German microblogs with manually labeled polar terms and prior polarities of these expressions, we want to find an SLG method that can best predict these terms and their semantic orientation. For this purpose, we compare the existing German sentiment lexicons (most of which were semi-automatically translated from popular English resources) with the results of common automatic dictionary-and corpus-based SLG approaches.
We begin our study by describing the data set which will be used in our evaluation. Afterwards, in Section 3, we introduce the metrics with which we will assess the quality of various polarity lists. Then, in Section 4, we evaluate three most popular existing German sentiment lexicons-the German Polarity Clues (Waltinger, 2010) , SentiWS (Remus et al., 2010) , and Zurich Polarity List of Clematide and Klenner (2010) , subsequently comparing them with popular automatic SLG approaches in Section 5. Finally, after estimating the impact of different seed sets on the automatic methods and performing a qualitative analysis of their entries, we draw our conclusions and outline directions for future research in the final part of this paper.
To avoid unnecessary repetitions, we deliberately omit a summary of related work, since most of the popular SLG algorithms will be referenced in the respective evaluation sections anyway. We should, however, note that, apart from the research on the automatic lexicon generation, our study is also closely related to the experiments of Andreevskaia and Bergler (2008) and the "Sentiment Analysis in Twitter" track of the SemEval competition (Nakov et al., 2013; Rosenthal et al., 2014; Rosenthal et al., 2015) . In contrast to the former work, however, where the authors trained a supervised classifier on one domain and applied it to another in order to determine the polarities of the sentences, we explicitly model a situation where no annotated training data are available, thus looking for the most general unsupervised SLG strategy which performs best regardless of the target domain, and we also evaluate these strategies on the level of lexical phrases only. Furthermore, unlike in the SemEval track, where the organizers also provided participants with sufficient labeled in-domain training sets and then asked them to predict the contextual polarity of pre-annotated polar expressions in the test data, we simultaneously try to predict polar terms and their prior polarities, learning both of them without supervision.
Data
We perform our evaluation on the publicly available Potsdam Twitter Sentiment corpus (PotTS; Sidarenka, 2016) . 1 This collection comprises 7,992 microblogs pertaining to the German federal elections, general political life, papal conclave 2013, as well as casual everyday conversations. Two human experts annotated these posts with polar terms and their prior polarities, 2 reaching a substantial agreement of 0.75 binary κ (Cohen, 1960) . 3 We used the complete data set labeled by one of the annotators as our test corpus, getting a total of 6,040 positive and 3,055 negative terms including multi-word expressions. However, since many of these expressions were emoticons, which, on the one hand, were a priori absent in common lexical taxonomies due to their colloquial nature and therefore not amenable to dictionary-based SLG systems but, on the other hand, could be easily captured by regular expressions, we decided to exclude non-alphabetic smileys altogether from our study. This left us with a set of 3,459 positive and 2,755 negative labeled terms (1,738 and 1,943 unique expressions respectively), whose κ-agreement run up to 0.59. Besides the test set, we selected a small subset of 400 tweets from the other annotator and used it as development data for tuning the hyper-parameters of the tested approaches. 4
Evaluation Metrics
A central question to our experiments are the evaluation metrics that we should use for measuring lexicon quality. Usually, this quality is estimated either intrinsically (i.e., taking a lexicon in isolation and immediately assessing its accuracy) or extrinsically (i.e., considering the lexicon within the scope of a bigger application such as a supervised classifier which utilizes lexicon's entries as features).
Traditionally, intrinsic evaluation of English sentiment lexicons amounts to comparing these polarity lists with the General Inquirer (GI; Stone, 1966 )-a manually compiled set of 11,895 words annotated with their semantic categories-by taking the intersection of the two resources and estimating the percentage of matches in which automatically induced polar terms have the same polarity as the GI entries. This evaluation method, however, is somewhat problematic: First of all, it is not easily transferable to other languages, since even a manual translation of the GI lexicon is not guaranteed to cover all languageand domain-specific polar expressions. Secondly, due to the intersection, this method does not penalize for a low recall so that a lexicon consisting of just two terms good + and bad − will have the highest possible score, often surpassing polarity lists with a greater number of entries. Finally, this comparison does not account for polysemy. As a result, an ambiguous word only one of whose (possibly rare) senses is subjective will always be ranked the same as a purely polar term.
Unfortunately, an extrinsic evaluation does not always provide a solution in this case, since, depending on the type of the extrinsic system (e.g., a document classifier), it might still presuppose a large data set for training other system components and, furthermore, might yield overly high scores, which, however, are mainly due to these extrinsic modules rather than the quality of the lexicons themselves.
Instead of using these approaches, we opt for a direct comparison of the induced polarity lists with an existing annotated corpus, since this type of evaluation allows us to solve at least three of the previously mentioned issues: It does account for the recall, it does accommodate polysemous words, 5 and it does preclude intermediate components which might artificially boost the results. In particular, in order to check a lexicon against the PotTS data set, we construct a case-insensitive trie (Knuth, 1998, pp. 492-512) from the lexicon entries and match this trie against the contiguously running corpus text, 6 simultaneously comparing it with the actual word forms and lemmas of corpus tokens. 7 A match is considered correct iff the matched entry absolutely corresponds to the (possibly lemmatized) expert's annotation and has the same polarity as the one specified by the human coder. That way, we estimate the precision, recall, and F 1 -score for each particular polarity class (positive, negative, and neutral), considering all words absent in the lexicons (not annotated in the corpus) as neutral.
Semi-Automatic Lexicons
We first apply the above metric to estimate the quality of the existing German resources: the German Polarity Clues (GPC; Waltinger, 2010) , SentiWS (SWS; Remus, 2010) , and the Zurich Polarity List (ZPL) of Clematide and Klenner (2010) .
The GPC set comprises 10,141 subjective entries automatically translated from the English sentiment lexicons Subjectivity Clues (Wilson et al., 2005) and SentiSpin (Takamura et al., 2005) , with a subsequent manual correction of these translations, and several synonyms and negated terms added by the authors. The SWS lexicon includes 1,818 positively and 1,650 negatively connoted terms, also providing their part-of-speech tags and inflections (resulting in a total of 32,734 word forms). Similarly to the GPC, the authors used an English sentiment resource-the GI lexicon of Stone et al. (1966) -to bootstrap their polarity list, manually revising these automatic translations afterwards. In addition to that, Remus et al. (2010) also expanded their set with words and phrases frequently co-occurring with positive and negative seed lexemes using collocation information obtained from a corpus of 10,200 customer reviews and the German Collocation Dictionary (Quasthoff, 2010) . Finally, the Zurich Polarity List features 8,000 subjective entries taken from GERMANET synsets (Hamp and Feldweg, 1997) . These synsets were manually annotated with their prior polarities by human experts. Since the authors, however, found the number of polar adjectives obtained that way insufficient for running further classification experiments, they automatically enriched this lexicon with more attributive terms by analyzing conjoined corpus collocations using the method of Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown (1997) . Table 1 : Evaluation of semi-automatic German sentiment lexicons. GPC -German Polarity Clues (Waltinger, 2010) , SWS -SentiWS (Remus et al., 2010) , ZPL -Zurich Polarity Lexicon (Clematide and Klenner, 2010) For our evaluation, we tested the three lexicons in isolation and also built their union and intersection in order to check for "synergy" effects. The results are shown in Table 1 . As can be seen from the statistics, with a few exceptions, the highest scores for all classes as well as the best macro-and micro-averaged F 1 -measures are achieved by the intersection of all three lexicons. On the other hand, as expected, the highest recall of polar expressions (and consequently the best precision at recognizing neutral terms) is attained by the union of these resources. The only case where individual lexicons are able to outperform these combinations is observed for the F 1 -score of the negative class, where both SentiWS and ZPL show better results than their intersection, which is mainly due to the higher recall of these two polarity lists.
Automatic Methods
A natural question which arises upon the evaluation of the existing semi-automatic resources is how well fully automatic methods can perform in comparison with these lexicons. Traditionally, automatic SLG algorithms have been grouped into dictionary-and corpus-based ones, with their own complementary strengths and weaknesses. Dictionary-based approaches, for instance, incorporate distilled linguistic knowledge from a typically manually labeled lexical database, but lack any domain specificity. Corpusbased methods, on the other hand, can operate directly on unannotated in-domain data, but often have to deal with an extreme noisiness of their input. Since it was unclear which of these properties would have a stronger impact on the net results, we decided to reimplement the most commonly used algorithms from both of these paradigms and evaluate them on the PotTS corpus.
Dictionary-Based Approaches
For dictionary-based methods, we adopted the systems proposed by Hu and Liu (2004) , BlairGoldensohn et al. (2008) , Kim and Hovy (2004) , Esuli and Sebastiani (2006) , as well as the min-cut and label-propagation approaches of Rao and Ravichandran (2009) , and the random-walk algorithm described by Awadallah and Radev (2010) .
The first of these works (Hu and Liu, 2004 ) expanded a given set of seed terms with known semantic orientations by propagating polarity values of these terms to their WORDNET synonyms and passing reversed polarity scores to the antonyms of these words. Later on, this idea was further refined by BlairGoldensohn et al. (2008) , who obtained polarity labels for new terms by multiplying a score vector v containing the orientation scores of the known seed words (-1 for negative expressions and 1 for positive ones) with an adjacency matrix A constructed for the WORDNET graph. With various modifications, the core idea of passing the polarity values through a lexical graph was adopted in almost all of the following dictionary-based works: Kim and Hovy (2004) , for instance, computed the polarity class for a new word w by multiplying the prior probability of this class with the likelihood of the word w occurring among the synonyms of the seed terms with the given semantic orientation, choosing at the end the polarity which maximized this equation. Other ways of bootstrapping polarity lists were proposed by Esuli and Sebastiani (2006) , who created their SENTIWORDNET resource using a committee of Rocchio and SVM classifiers trained on successively expanded sets of polar terms; Rao and Ravichandran (2009) , who adopted the min-cut approach of Blum et al. (2004) , also comparing it with the label-propagation algorithm of Zhu and Ghahramani (2002); and, finally, Awadallah and Radev (2010) , who used a random walk method by estimating the polarity of an unknown word as the difference between an average number of steps a random walker had to make in order to reach a term from the positive or negative set.
Since some of these approaches relied on different seed sets or pursued different objectives (twoversus three-way classification), we decided to unify their settings and interfaces for the sake of our experiments. In particular, we were using the same translated seed list of Turney and Littman (2003) for all methods, expanding this set by 10 neutral terms ("neutral" neutral, "sachlich" objective, "technisch" technical, "finanziell" financial etc.). 8 Additionally, we enhanced all binary systems to ternary classifiers, so that each tested method could differentiate between positive, negative, and neutral terms. In the final step, we applied these methods to GERMANET (Hamp and Feldweg, 1997 )-a German equivalent of the English WORDNET (Miller, 1995) , which, however, is much smaller in size, having 20,792 less synsets for the three common parts of speech (nouns, adjectives, and verbs) than the Princeton resource. Table 2 : Evaluation of dictionary-based approaches.
HL -Hu and Liu (2004), BG -Blair-Goldensohn et al. (2008), KH -Kim and Hovy (2004), ES -Esuli and Sebastiani (2006), RR -Rao and Ravichandran (2009), AR -Awadallah and Radev (2010)
The results of this evaluation are shown in Table 2 . This time, the situation is much more varied, as different systems can achieve best results on just some aspects of certain classes but can hardly attain best overall scores in all categories. This is, for instance, the case for the positive and negative polarities, where the best precision scores are reached by the seed set in the first case and the label propagation algorithm of Rao and Ravichandran (2009) in the second case. However, with respect to the recall, both of these polarity lists perform notably worse than the approach of Esuli and Sebastiani (2006) . Yet other systems-the matrix-vector method of Blair-Goldensohn et al. (2008) and the union of the three overall top-scoring systems respectively-reach the highest F 1 -scores for these two classes. Nevertheless, we can still notice three main tendencies in this evaluation: i) the method of Esuli and Sebastiani (2006) generally gets the highest recall of polar terms and, consequently, achieves the best precision in recognizing neutral words, but suffers from a low precision for the positive and negative polarities; ii) simultaneously five systems attain the same best F 1 -scores on recognizing neutral terms, which, in turn, leads to the best micro-averaged F 1 -results for all polarity classes; and, finally, iii) the system of Blair-Goldensohn et al. (2008) shows the best macro-averaged performance. This approach, however, is extremely susceptible to its hyper-parameter settings (in particular, we considered the maximum number of times the initial vector v was multiplied with the adjacency matrix A as such a parameter and noticed a dramatic decrease of method's scores after the fifth iteration).
Corpus-Based Approaches
An alternative way to generate polarity lists is to use corpus-based approaches. In contrast to dictionarybased methods, these systems typically operate immediately on raw texts and are, therefore, virtually independent of any manually annotated linguistic resources. This flexibility, however, might come at the cost of a reduced accuracy due to an inherent noisiness of the unlabeled data. The most prominent representatives of this class of algorithms are the approaches proposed by Takamura et al. (2005) , Velikovich et al. (2010) , , and Severyn and Moschitti (2015) , which we briefly describe in this section.
Drawing on the pioneering work of Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown (1997) , in which the authors expanded an initial list of polar adjectives by analyzing coordinately conjoined terms from a text corpus, Takamura et al. (2005) enhanced this algorithm, extending it to other parts of speech and also incorporating semantic links from WORDNET in addition to the co-occurrence statistics extracted from the corpus. After representing the final set of terms as an electron lattice, whose edge weights corresponded to the contextual and semantic links between words, the authors computed the most probable polarity distribution for this lattice by adopting the Ising spin model from statistical mechanics.
The approach of Velikovich et al. (2010) was mainly inspired by the label-propagation algorithm of Rao and Ravichandran (2009) , with the crucial difference that, instead of taking an averaged sum of the adjacent neighbor values when propagating the label scores through the graph, the authors took the maximum of these scores in order to prune unreliable, noisy corpus links. Similarly, built on the method of Turney and Littman (2003) and computed polarity scores for new words by taking the difference of their PMI associations with noisy labeled positive and negative classes. Finally, Severyn and Moschitti (2015) trained a supervised SVM classifier on a distantly labeled data set and included the top-ranked unigram and bigram features in their final lexicon.
For our evaluation, we applied these methods to the German Twitter Snapshot (Scheffler, 2014 )-a collection of 24 M microblogs gathered in April, 2013, constructing the collocation graph from the lemmatized word forms of this corpus and only considering words which appeared at least four times in the analyzed data. We again were using the TREETAGGER of Schmid (1995) for lemmatization and GER-MANET (Hamp and Feldweg, 1997) for deriving semantic links between word vertices for the method of Takamura et al. (2005) . The results of these experiments are shown in Table 3 . This time, we can observe a clear superiority of Takamura et al.'s method, which not only achieves the best recall and F 1 in recognizing positive and negative items but also attains the highest micro-and macro-averaged results for all three polarity classes. The cardinality of the other induced lexicons, however, is much smaller than the size of Takamura et al.'s polarity list. Moreover, these lexicons also show absolutely identical scores for the negative expressions as the original seed set. Since these results were somewhat unexpected, we decided to investigate the reasons for possible problems. As it turned out, the macro-averaged F 1 -values of these methods were rapidly going down on the held-out development set as the number of their induced polar terms increased. Since we considered the lexicon size as one of the hyper-parameters of the tested approaches, we immediately stopped populating these lexicons when we noticed a decrease in their results. As a consequence, only the highest-ranked terms (all of which had the positive polarity) were included in the final lists.
One of the reasons for such rapid quality decrease was the surprisingly high positive bias of the initial seed set: While converting the original seed list of Turney and Littman (2003) to German, we translated the English word "correct" as "richtig". This German word, however, also has another reading which means real (as in a real fact or a real sports car) and which was much more frequent in the analyzed snapshot, often appearing in an unequivocally negative context, e.g., "ein richtiger Bombenanschlag" (a real bomb attack) or "ein richtiger Terrorist" (a real terrorist). As a consequence of this, methods relying on distant supervision had to deal with an extremely unbalanced training set (the automatically labeled corpus that we distantly obtained for the approach of using these seeds, for instance, had 716,210 positive versus 92,592 negative training instances).
Since the set of the initial seed terms appeared to play an important role for at least three of the tested methods, we decided to analyze the impact of this factor in more detail by repeating our experiments with the seed lists proposed by Hu and Liu (2004) , Kim and Hovy (2004) , Esuli and Sebastiani (2006) , and Remus et al. (2010) . For this purpose, we manually translated the seed sets of Hu and Liu (2004) and Kim and Hovy (2004) into German. Since the authors, however, only provided some examples of their seeds without specifying the full lists, we filled up our translations with additional polar terms to match the original cardinalities. A different procedure was applied to obtain the seed set of Esuli and Sebastiani (2006) -since this resource comprised a vast number of neutral terms (the authors considered as neutral all words from the General Inquirer lexicon which were not marked there as either positive or negative), we automatically translated the neutral subset of these seeds with the help of a publicly available translation site (http://www.dict.cc), using the first suggestion returned by this service for each original English term. The updated results for the dictionary-based approaches with the alternative seed sets are shown in Figure 1 . This time, we again can notice superior scores achieved by the method of Blair-Goldensohn et al. (2008) , which not only performs better than the other systems on average but also seems to be less susceptible to the varying quality and size of the different seed lists. The remaining methods typically achieve their best macro-averaged results with either of the two top-scoring polarity sets-the seed list of Kim and Hovy (2004) or the seed set of Esuli and Sebastiani (2006) . This is, for instance, the case for the method of Kim and Hovy (2004) and the min-cut approach of Rao and Ravichandran (2009) , whose performance with the native Kim-Hovy seed set is on par with their results achieved using the Turney-Littman seeds. The label-propagation and random walk algorithms can even strongly benefit from the seeds provided by Kim and Hovy (2004) . The remaining two methods- Hu and Liu (2004) and Esuli and Sebastiani (2006) -work best in combination with the initial polarity set proposed by Esuli and Sebastiani (2006) .
A slightly different situation is observed for the corpus-based approaches as shown in Figure 2 . Except for the method of Takamura et al. (2005) , all three remaining methods- Velikovich et al. (2010) , , and Severyn and Moschitti (2015) -show very similar (though not identical) scores. Moreover, these scores are also very close to the results achieved by the respective seed sets without any expansion. The primary reasons for this were again the positive bias of the distantly labeled tweets and the consequently premature stopping of the expansion.
Following the suggestion of one of the reviewers, we additionally included two more seed sets in our evaluation: gold precision and emoticons. The former list contained just two polar terms-"gut" (good + ) and "schlecht" (bad − )-which showed an almost perfect precision on the PotTS data set. 9 The latter seed set consisted of two regular expressions: one for capturing positive smileys and another one for matching negative emoticons. As can be seen form the figure, these lists, however, could hardly outperform any of our initially used seed sets.
Analysis of Entries
Besides investigating the effects of different hyper-parameters and seeds, we also decided to have a closer look at the actual results produced by the tested methods. For this purpose, we extracted ten highest scored entries (not counting the seed terms) from each automatic lexicon and summarized them in Table 4 Table 4 : Top ten polar terms produced by the automatic methods. ** -the min-cut method of Rao and Ravichandran (2009) 
returns an unsorted set
As can be seen from the table, the approaches of Hu and Liu (2004) , Blair-Goldensohn et al. (2008) , Kim and Hovy (2004) , as well as the label-propagation algorithm of Rao and Ravichandran (2009) produce almost perfect polarity lists. The SENTIWORDNET approach of Esuli and Sebastiani (2006) , however, already features some spurious terms (e.g., "absichtslos" unintentional) among its top-scored entries. Finally, the min-cut approach of Rao and Ravichandran (2009) returns a set of mainly objective terms, which, however, is rather due to the fact that this method performs a cluster-like partitioning of the lexical graph without ranking the words assigned to a cluster.
An opposite situation is observed for the corpus-based systems: The top-scoring polarity lists returned by these approaches not only include many apparently objective terms but are also difficult to interpret in general, as they contain a substantial number of slang and advertising terms (e.g., "BMKS65", "#gamein-sight", "#androidgames" etc.). This again supports the hypothesis that an extreme content noisiness of the input domain might pose considerable difficulties to sentiment lexicon generation methods.
Conclusions and Future Work
Based on the above observations and our experiments, we can formulate the main conclusions that we come to in this paper as follows:
• semi-automatic translations of common English polarity lists notably outperform automatic SLG approaches that are applied directly to non-English data;
• despite their allegedly worse ability to accommodate new domains, dictionary-based methods are still superior to corpus-based systems (at least in terms of the proposed intrinsic evaluation), provided that a sufficiently big lexical taxonomy exists for the target language;
• a potential weakness of the dictionary-based algorithms, however, is their susceptibility to different hyper-parameter settings and the size and composition of the initial seed sets;
• nevertheless, the effect of the seed sets might be even stronger for the corpus-based approaches which rely on distant supervision, if the resulting noisy labeled training set becomes highly unbalanced.
In this respect, there appears to be a great need for a corpus-based method which can both benefit from in-domain data and be resistant to non-balanced training sets; and we are, in fact, currently working on such an algorithm. By taking advantage of the recent advances in deep learning and distributional semantics, we aim to show an efficient way of getting suitable vector representations for polar terms and generating high-quality sentiment lexicons from these automatically learned vectors.
